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ATTENTIUN

Project
Dakota

Outreach

Listed below are clarifications and corrections for users of the manual,
Program EValuation Using The Project Dakota Parent Satisfaction Survey.
Thank you for maing these adjustments.

l. Turn to page 34. The first paragraph proposes the option of using
Dakota's parents' expectation survey results and refers you to Column
8 of the Summary (page 45). Turn to page 45 and find the column
titled "PARNT EXPCT" (parent expectations). If you choose to use
Dakota's parents' expectations rather than generating your own then
the values shown in Column 8 should be replaced by those shown as
POOLED IDEALS on page 72 of the appendix (the right hand column).
Using the POOLED IDEAL values provides a more valid indicator of
parent expectations because they are built on a larger sample size
(N=119). If you choose to poll parents in your own program to
establish the parent expectations (page 45, column 8) then compare
your adjusted scores (page 45, column 7) with your own program
specific values.

2. Turn to page 40. The section titled Parents' Expectation Canparison
clearly states that "if the average score, or the adjusted average
score for a question is 0.20 or more below the Parents' Expectation
score, put a check mark in the " > .2 " column (column 9). This
column is more accurately labeled " > .2 ." Please make this
correction to the sample summary sheets on page 40 and page 45 and to
the blank summary sheet found in Appendix F.

3. TUrn to page 6. Goal II, item 3 asks "Because of my participation
with the program I enjoy my child more." Many parents have objected
to the implication that enjoyment of their child is in any way a
function of participation in a program. The resulting rc!sponses often
score in the disagree range and eventually show up as a program
weakness ("training target"). This does not accurately reflect either
the intent of the item or of parents' responses. Therefore, we
recommend deleting this item from the survey.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Refining a tool Like the Parent Satisfaction Survey is an ongoing
process. We welcome your comments, questicns and suggestions as you
apply or adapt the PSS to your program. We also are very interested in
learning of results from its implementation. Please address
correspondence to: Project Dakota, 680 O'Neill Drive, Eagan, Ninnesota
55121.

1258J

THANK YOU!

r \.c )' h. - 2 . .!,-; 2) .; -
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INTRODUCTION

Some day soon you will want to ask the parents in your

program what they think of the way you are serv.l.rig the needs

of their chilóren - and their own needs as parents. We call

this opinion poll the "Dakota Parent Satisfaction Survey" and

principally it serves two purposes:

- to tell us what we are doing right and,

- to give us direction in the elements of our program

which need improvement.

Unavoidably, you will look upon the reEults of the survey

as a report card, and certainly it will be gratifying to learn

that a high percentage of your parents perceive you to be doing

a coed jcb. But, more importantly, a cood, thorouch survey will

tell you %;here the parents think you are missing the mark, and

it is here that the survey has its greatest value to the long

ranoe effectiveness of your program.

This booklet is the result of several years of program

evaluation by Dakota, Inc. The survey procedures presented here

have been used to evaluate seven early intervention programs each

year since 1985, and by following the step-by-step instructions,

you will be able to conduct your own survey and interpret the

results. You will have a valid and reliable evaluation of your

procram.
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Developing the Survey Questionnaire

Parent satisfaction surveys are a standard evaluation method

in early intervention programs. A review of the results from model

programs revealed that they uniformly yielded very positive

results, but, the methods used dld not provide standards and

comparison criteria which could direct the interpretation of

results. Since the identification of areas for improvement was a

primary Dakota goal, it was decided to standardize the survey

instrument and implement strict evaluative techniques.

Fo:f4n with Proaran Goals

The first step was the description of a model or ideal

proaram, and the identification of the best practices in the field.

This was accomplished through extensive discussions with staff,

consi.:Itants, and an in-depth search of the literature. The outcome

t:e specifdcation of five program goals:

Goal I to be responsive to the child's and the

parent's needs;

Goal 11 - to provide for growth in the parent's knowledge

and skill to plan for and help their child;

Goal III - to assist parents in understanding normal

development and behavior;

Goal IV to help parents in the utilization of

community resources; and,

Goal V to build the family's support system.
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Develop Questions for Each Goal

The processes and outcomes which should be addressed by

the program services, procedures, and curriculum were identified

for each goal. Then, .;urvey questions were drafted describing

each process and outcome. A low score on a particular question,

therefore, points to remedial action in a specific aspect of

pror,rammina.

The questions were sorted by goal, supplemented and vali-

dated by a ranel of eight practicing early childhood special

education professionals, each holding at least a Master's Degree

in the field. Fiaally, for clarity and simplicity, the questions

were worded at a seventh-grade reading level.

The questions have been refined each year based on the

parents' comments and staff input.

Wording and the Response Scale.

In the survey, each question is presented as a positive

staterent to which the parents are asked to respond: do they

"Strongly disagree?", "Disagree?", "Agree?", "Strongly agree?".

This four-item response scale was selected to avoid polite,

middle-value responses, and to provide the means for parents to

express some degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. The

positive phrasing is intended to convey that each item should

be part of their experience in the program.



The grouping of questions under each goal has been validated

by factor analyses. Dakota's experience indicates that including

the program goal statement on the survey, and grouping related

questions, aids the parent's understanding of the purpose of the

survey as well as clarifying program goals and operations.

When Parents Fail to Respond

When a number of parents fail to answer a question, the

results from that question present a problem in interpretation.

We have developed a "response adjustment factor" which resolves

proble7 with the assumption that whenever parents skip a

question it is in reality a negative tesponse - they are trying

to spare us the bad news. While we endorse the use of this

factor, try to eliminate the problem by urging your parents to

ansv.EI EverI question . (There is more about response rates and

effect on results on paae 27.)

Dakota's 1987 questionnaire is shown on the fu. ing pages.
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Tailor Made Earl lntertention

Training and Consultation Services

PARENT SATISFACTION SURVEY*

Response Number

Project
Dakota

Outreach

Please indicate how satisfied you are with services you receive from your child's program.

For eadh item put a Check to Show how strongly you agree or disagree with that statement.

Your response to each statement is important - any unanswered items have a negative effect on

the final soore.

GOAL I - PROGRAM AND STAFF RESPONSIVENESS

She staff listen and respond to my concerns,
questions, and ideas.

In my meetings with staff (for assessmnnts,
conferences, monthly updates, etc.), I feel
I am an active member of the team and not

just a listener.

Although one staff member mainly serves
my dhild, I feel that we receive the
expertise of other staff.

Staff give me information that is clear and

useful to me.

I feel the program for my dhild includes
what is important to me.

my child's program meets my child's needs.

The help my child is getting is based on
his/her individual needs.

I am satisfied with my child's progress since

beginning this program.

The help I get fits into our family routines
and activities.

The staff respect the limits my family puts
on our time and energy for our dhild's program.

I am informed of a variety of choices for

how my Child could be served.

STRONGLY DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY

DISAGREE AGREE

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

--516- AD SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SK-

SD D A SA

0- 6-- A SA

SD D A

-
SD D SAA

sD D A SA

* Survey developed by Dakota, Inc., Project Dakota Outreach (612)455-2335
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Parent Satisfaction Survey
Pap 2

GOAL II - GROWTH IN KNO%LEDGE AND SKILLS FOR HELPING YOUR CHILD

Because of my participation STRONGLY LaSAGREE AGREE STRONGLY
with the program.... DISAGREE AGREE

....I am more able to look at my child and see
what he/she is learning to do.

SD D A SA

....I have learned -.,;:out helping my child.
SD D A SA

....I enjoy my thild more.
SD D A SK-

....I know what my Child needs to learn.
--I5- D A SA

....I am aware of how ordinary activities are paxt
of my Child's learning and development.

SD D A SA

....I feel more confident about how my family
and I are helping our Child.

SD D A SA

...I am more aware of how to help my child's
development.

--E5- D A SA

....I have a clearer picture of my child's
special needs at this time.

SD D A SA

....I feel satisfied that my c'ild's strengths
are being disc ssed.

SD D A SA

....I know more about how to set goals and
strategies for my Child.

SD D A SA

Clmments: (Please comment if you've Checked any items SD or D):
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ii

Parent Satisfaction Survey
Page 3

GOAL III - GROWTH IN UNDERSTANDING NORMAL BEHAVIOR AND PROBLEMS

Because of my participation
with Lne program....

....I more strongly value my child spending
time with children who don't have
developmental delays.

....I am more aware of how my child is like
other children.

....I know more ways to get my
child to cooperate.

.I am getting the help I need to learn
about handling my child's behavior.

STRONG1Y DI er ALR STRONGLY
DISAGREE AGREE

.111MIN

SD -76-- A SA

9) D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

Comments: (Please comment if you've chedked any items SD or D)&

GaAL IV - UTILIZATION OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Because of my participation STRONG= DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY

with the program.... DISMREE AGREE

....I know more abou,: community agencies
services, and programs that can help
my Child or my family.

....I get help from staff when I want
other programs or people to work with
me, my child, or my family.

....I now have contact with services and
programs in the community who may help
my child or my family.

....I am satisfied with the communication
be.cween my child's team and community
resource persons involved in my Child's
program.

....I am able to get information that is
important to the health and happiness
of my family and child.

SD D A --g-

SD D A SA

SD D A.- SA

SD A SA

SD A SA

Comments: (Please comment if you've chedked any items SD or D):

...1110 EM.
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Prrent Satisfaction Survey
Page 4

GOAL V - BUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEM

Because of my participation
with the program....

....my partnerimy family are more
involved in my child's learning.

....I have more friends or other Children
helping me help my Child.

....staff helped the people I know be more
caring and understanding of my dhild.

....staff helped me get to know other
people who are caring and understanding.

....I have gotten support from other parents.
-

....I feel less alOne as the parent of
my child.

....staff are willing and able to help my
family and friends when we have concerns
or questions about my Child.

Comments: (Please comment if you've Checked any items

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY
AGREE

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD

SD

D A SA

D A SA

Sv D

15

A SA

SD A SA

SD

SD or D):

D A SA

my child is years months old.

Signature (optional)

1092J THANK YOU FOR GIVING US THIS FEEDBACK1

1
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Parert Satisfaction and Other Variabes

A variety of variables (listed below) have been tested for

any relationsh.ç with parents' sat.sfaction scores. No correla-

tions were found for the

- child's age

severity of handicap

- time in the program

mother employed / mother a homemaker

frequency of staff contact

frequency of hcme visits

frequency of in-center sessions

frequency of parent / child sessions

number of days in community programs.

fin, however, that programs offerina a greater

variety cf intervention options received higher satisfaction

ratings than did those with static and limited service menus.
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Develop Evaluation Criteria

A four-point scoring system was used to convert the question-

naire responses to an average score per question. Then, two

evaluative criteria were developed for use in interpreting the

survey results: one based on what the parents expect from the

program (The Parents' Expectation Criteria, see p.33) ; and one

based on the level of parent satisfaction which Dakota expects the

prJgram to meet (The Agency Expectation Criteria, p.41). These

criteria were applied individually and then in combination to

provide a performance rating for every question: "Very Good",

"Good", "Marcina.i", and "Of Concern".

The Proaram Evaluation Report

The Program Evaluation Report (following two pages) presents

the final results of the Parent Satisfaction Survey. It identifies

Procra:- Strengths - those progl:an areas rated "Very Good" and

"Gooc:" Li. the survey interpretation procedures, and

Trainino Taroets those program areas rated "Marginal" and

"Of Concern".

This is what you are after. It tells you what you need to

know about the current status of your program and where to direct

your efforts to make it better.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION REPORT - 1987

Rating Key: Program Strength (PS) = Very Good (VG), Good (G)
Training Target (TT) = Marginal (M), Of Concern (OC)

Team Dakota-8 IRatingl
'PS : TT

GOAL I PROGRAN: AND STAFF RESPONSIVENESS

1 Staff listen and respond to my concerns VG

2 I am an active team member, not just a listener 1VG.

3 We receive the expertise of other staff ,VG.

4 Staff give clear, useful information 1,VG-

1

5 My child's program includes what is important to me 1VG

6 My child's program meets my child's needs

7 The program is based on individual needs VG

8 I am satisfied with my child's progress

9 The programming fits our family routine ,VG

10 Staff respect our family limits of energy and time .VG:

11 I've been given choices of service options VG

II GROWTH IN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FOR HELPING THE CHILD

1 I am able to see what my child is learning

2 I've learned about helping my child

3 I enjoy my child more

4 I know what my child needs to learn

VG i

VG

m'

5 I see how ordinary activities are part of development VG
--1-

6 I feel more confident about helping my child G

7 I am aware of how to help my child's development M

8 I have a clearer picture of my child's special needs NI'

9 My child's strengths and needs are discussed kiG

10 I know more about how to set goals for my child M'
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IRatingl
IPS TTI

GOAL III GROWTH IN UNDERSTANDING NORMAL DEVELOPMENT & BEHAVIOR

1 I value my child's time with other children OC

4 I am aware of how.my child is like other children

3 I've learned ways to get my child to cooperate OC

4 I've gotten help handling my child's behavior M,

GOAL IV UTILIZATION OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

1 I know about -.)ther community resources for my chi1d/familyi G

2 Staff helps me when I need to know about other resources

3 I have greater contact with community services/programs

4 Satisfactory communication between staff & other services VG

5 I am able to get information important to my child/family

OC

GOAL V FUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEN

OCpal-,:nellfar:_ily is more involved uith my child

::ore people are helping me with my child OC

Staff helped people I know to be more understanding OC

4 Staff helped me get to know other caring people

5 I've gotten support from other parents OC

6 I feel less alone as parent of my child OC

7 Staff will help when family/friends have concerns
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PHASE 1

CONINICTING THE PARENT SATISFACTION SURVEY
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Survey Phases

The table on the facing page shows the order and a general

timetable for conducting the survey. It will also serve as a

auide to the "Survey Procedures" section (pages 16-50).

Note that the overall effort is divided into four phases.

Phase 1. Conducting the Parent Satisfaction Survey.

Phase 2. Calculating the Survey Results.

Phase 3. Establishing Criteria for Interpreting the

Survey Results; and,

Identifyina Program Strengths and Weaknesses.

Phase 4. Interpretation.

You can readily see that the process is long. It is impertant

tiiat administrators understand that conducting and interpreting a

valid survey takes time and effort. experience at Dakota, Inc.

sho;,s t.:.at the results are worth this effort. The survey results

focused staff trainina and brought about significant positive

changes in the parents' evaluation of the program.

Note: Phase 3 may be shortened by about one month if you

accept Dakota's validated "Parents' Expectation Criteria" instead

of developino your own data. These criteria, used in interpreting

the survey results, are explained on pp.33-40.



TIMETABLE AND PAGE GUIDE

WEEK
IDa 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

PHASE 1 Parents' Satisfaction Survey

16 Send out questionnaires

16 Send out follow-up letters

20 Complete follow-up calls

PHASE 2 Calculating Results

22 Tabulate responses and
calculate mean values

27 Adjust for survey response
rate

PHASE 3 Establishing and Applying Criteria

33 Parents'Expectation Criteria

36 Select random sample

36 Sen6 out questionnaires

40 Taculate responses and
calculate mean values

40 Apply parents' criteria

41 Agency Expectation Criteria

43 Calculate distributions and
apply agency criteria

44 Final Rating: Strengths
and Training Targets

47 PHASE 4 Interpretation

15
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The Cover Letter

This is a cover letter which accompanied the questionnaire

on one of Lakota's surveys.

A cover letter should address the following:

- the purpose of the survey
the expected response date
any identity coding

- the effect of non-responding
- who will see their responses
how the results will be used
the way the results will be presented.

Anonymity. We have found, as have other researchers, that most

parents do not mind signing their name. We made it optional, and

assicmed an identifying code which permitted trackino survey

responses. It is important that any such code be explained.

Respondent Codinc. To track those surveys which had not yet been

returned, and to fa(.ilitate later analyses by client, by trainino

site, by tear., and by staff member classification, Dakota devel-

oped an Icientifyino code for each questionnaire. The following

example is explained below:

127 - 33 1 .

127 Client number.

33 = first digit is the Site number (for Dakota 1 - 7),

second digit is the Team number (1 3).

1 . classification of the staff member who has the

primary responsibility for the family:

1 = teacher,

2 = occupational therapist,

3 = speech the apist.



I DAOTA

February 16, 1987

Dear Parents:

We wish to know how satisfied you are with the services of
Dakota, Inc. Your responses to the attached survey will help us
to evaluate our services to you and your child. Please complete
the questionnaire and return it to the main office by Friday,
March 6th. An envelocel is provided for you.

1 7

The survey is coded for use by the Director of Evaluation so that
your responses can be matched with the kinds of service you are
receiving (eg. home visit, in-center, community based etc.).
This will give us the best understanding of how satisfied
families are with the different services we provide. You may
choose whether you wish to sign your name but it is important to
know that your responses will not be shared individually with
anyone. Your responses will be combined with responses from
other parents; teams will receive a summary of the feedback
provided by a group of parents.

The Parent Satisfaction Survey is intended to be an easy and
effective means of getting your input in evaluating services and
guiding future decisions. Results will be shared in the Dakota
cnallenge - watch for them or contact me if you're interested in
more information.

Your comments are invited. Your time and willingness to complete
the survey are very much appreciated. Thank you:

Sincerely,

DAKOTA, INC.

Jean Mendenhall
Director of Training and Evaluation

PS: Your response counts: We need 100 percent of surveys
completed for results to be most valid.

JM:al
0177J
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Families With More Than One Child receiving services are not

uncommon. In these cases, parents fill out a separate survey for

each child. This method reflects the added emphasis on parent

satisfaction which we felt was important when parents were coping

with more than one special needs child.

Non-Readers. Staff who know of parents who are non-readers or who

otherwise have difficulty reading, can suggest to these parents

that a friend or a family member can help them to complete the

survey or that the office staff are available to give the survey

ever the telephone.

Follow-up

To boost your response rate you'll need to contact those

parerts c4c haven't answered. Two methods are used: first,

lettcrs with a copy of the questionnaire are sent (--.1t: then,

follow-up phone calls are made.

In Phase 1 of the timetable (p.15), Y ou will note the

allowance of three weeks between the initial questionnaire

mailino and the follow-up letter, and then two more weeks until

the follow-up cails are made. The literature on conducting

successful mail surveys recommends these intervals .

The importance of getting more than 70% of your parents to

respond is discussed on rage 27.
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DAIZOTA

March 16, 1987

Dear

At the risk of being pesky I am sending you another copy of the

Parent Satisfaction Survey with my sincere request that you take

a few minutes to complete it. Our goal is to hear from all

families served by Dakota's Early Intervention staff. Your

response is important: if a family does not respond to the

survey, the team's overall score is lowered. You can help

provide us with valuable guidance in planning services for the

future. Your responses will remain confidential.

Please take the time to complete the survey TODAY and return it

to me in the enclosed envelope. Thank you'.

Sincerely,

DAKOTA, INC.

Jean Mendenhall
Director of Training and Evaluation

JM:sf

Enc.

P.S. Surveys that are not returned and items that are left blank

both have a negative effect on survey scores. However, if you

choose not to complete the survey, please return the blank form

so we will be aware of your decision.

0237J
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Letters. As surveys are returned, use the identification

codes to check them off your master list. Send a second "wave"

of letters to those who did not respond. There's an example of a

follow-up letter on page 19. It's important to mention in this

letter that when a family does not respond to the survey, the

non-reply is treated as a negative response and it lowers the

overall score.

Again, keep a record of the surveys returned from the second

wave. A third effort is made by phone.

Phone calls. The phone call reminder is made 2 weeks after

te fcllow-up lettez. It can be a standardized, clerical proce-

dure, as shown below. To help some families (like the non-readers)

you might volunteer to fill out a survey form over the phone.

-

Instructions to Persons Making Phone Calls to Parents

icentify yourself as fron. Dakota, Inc. Then say -

I'm callina to ask you about the Parent Satisfaction
Survey which was mailed to you in (month) . Do you recall
aetting it in the mail? (pink, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope)

2. We value the information/feedback that only you can
provide. Is there something we can do to encourage or
assist you in completing the survey?

3. Do you plan to return your survey?

4. We're holding any analysis until all the surveys are
received. How soon can you get it to us?

Record calls completed on the Master List.,

Keep a list of parents willina to do the survey by phone. Ask
when is a good time to call. Say you will call at their
convenience.
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CALCULATING RESULTS

kr 1
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Tabulating Responses

Summarizing the results of the questionnaires is the next

step in the parent survey procedure. Once this is done, an

averaae score for each question is calculated. These average

scores are the basic output of the survey.

Parent Survey Results

Use this form for summarizing the results of the question-
naires and calculating the average scores.

1. From each questionnaire, enter the response to each
question in the appropriate response column using a
slash mark.

2. When all of the questionnaires have been tabulated,
add the marks in each box and write in the sum. Then,
for each question, add these numbers and write the sum
in the TOTAL RSPNS (total responses) column. This
tells }pou how many people answered each question.

To calculate the score for each question, multiply
nurnber of mar'Ks in each box by its column value

(e.g. Agree=3) and enter the results in the SCORES
cc:umn, as sh3wn. Add these scores and write the sum
in the TOTAL SCORE column.

4. Divide the TOTAL SCORE by the TOTAL RSPNS to
calculate the AVG SCORE (average score) for each
question.

You may want to calculate an average score for each program

9cpal. Goal averages are very useful in general descriptions of

survey outcomes (for a report to your Advisory Board, for example).

ra do this, sum the averaaes for each question in the goal and

divioe by the number of auestions in that goal. See the example

in Appendix A.
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Bummary_Page Entries

The Summary page (facing) is used for data collection, calcu-
lations, and ultimately in the presentation of survey results.

The Average Scores and the Total Responses are entered on
Summary page under the BASIC RESULTS heading (Co1.3 and Co1.4).

SIMMARY

the

0
A
L

BASIC
RESQLTS

RESPONSE

RSPN N
% G

AN AGENCY CRITERIA TEST
FINAL
RATINGSTRNG 5D+D STRNG

AVG
KOE

TTL
RSPN

ADJ PARNT > DISAG DISAG Cum AGREE
PS TTSCOR EUCT.2 n % n % n % RATNG

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10_11_12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19.

1 3.73 23
3,74 23

3 3,55 2.4
4 .3.65 25
5 3.45 22 _

Other items from the Parent Survey which should be entered
at this time are the number of responses in each box for the
Strongly Disagree, Disagree, and Strongly Agree answers. These
are entered in the appropriate "n" columns (10,12,15) under the
AGENCY CRITERIA TEST heading (discussed later). rote: Be Careful!
the 11,...4'_er._"'e not used in this test.

SUMMARY

0
A

BASIC RESPONSE ADJ
_RESULTS FINAL

STRNG 5D+D STRNG RATING
AVG TTL

0 SCOR RSPN
RSPN N
% G

ADJ PARNT >
SC_OR EXPCT_.2,n

DI AG
%

DI
n 1

AG Cum
% %

AGREE
PS 2Tn % RATNG

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11,12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

1 /29
.

/7,

4 - AF

5 /

/ 9

Also, in the "Expected Responses" space at the bottom of the
page, enter the total number of questionnaires sent out.

Expected Responses = 27 (Number of questionnaires sent out.)

-)4.)

1

1

1
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SURVEY RESPONSE RATE

There is a curious thing about surveys: the longer people

wait to respond, the lower, or more neutral, their satisfaction

ratings. Researchers have analyzed responses by the date of

return and they have found that when less than 70% of the sample

respond, their scores are biased on the high side.

The following table provides guidelines for adjusting the

average scores for lower response rates. (See References:

Daniel, W.W., 1975.)

If the RESPONSE Reduce the
RATE is AVERAGE SCORE by

70% or more No Change
65 69% .10

60 - 64% .20

55 59% .20

50 54% .40

45 49% .50

40 44% .60

:f, for example, the response rate is 50% and the average

score is 3.20 for a question, the score would probably have been

closer tc 2.80 if the response rate had been 70%. These adjust-

ments are based on Dakota's experience and they are supported by

the figures of other researchers.

The application of the survey response rate factor is shown

the RESPONSE ADJUSTMENT section of the Summary sheet.

3
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ResDonse_Adjustment

As we noted above, if less than 70% of the families

answer a question, the average score may represent only the

more satisfied parents. To identify the average scores which

need to be adjusted, we must calculate the response rate.

RSPNS % = Total Responses x 100
Expected Responses

1. On the Summary form, the data for the average score
(AVG SCOR) and total response (TTL RSPN) columns (3 & 4)
were entered earlier from the PARENT SURVEY RESULTS. The
Expected Responses number is at the bottom of the page.
(In the example, 27.)

2. The response percentage (RSPN %), column 5, is calculated
using the formula above.

Simplification note: Since we are only concerned with
those questions where the TTL RSPN provides a RSPN % which
is less than 70%, multiply the Expected Responses by 0.70
to find the breakpoint. In the example, the

Breakpoint = 27 x .70 = 18.9 ,

which means the Response Adjustment will only be applied
to those questions where the TTL RSPN is 18, or less.

BASIC
RESVLTS

AVG

SUBMARY
AGENCY CRITERIA TEST

STRNG 5D+D STRNG
TTL RSPN N ADJ PARNT > DISAG DISAG Cum AGREE

1 3,14 2.2

FINAL
RATING

15 16 17 18 19

2 2.45 2,0

3 J. / 7 I 12

5 2.623

6 .3,04 ig
7 .3,43 Z1

44

Expected Responses = L. (Number of questionnaires sent out.)



3. The amount of the reduction in the average score is
found in the response adjustment chart, page 27. It is
entered in the "Change" (CHNG) column 6.

4. Subtracting the amount of change from the average score
provides the entry in the adjusted score (ADJ SCOR)
column 7.

0
A
L 0

V

BASIC
RES LTS

AVG 1TTTL
SCOR RSPN

RESPQNS
C

RSPN N
% G

3

3.14

2 2.&.5.
347

4 J.36
5
6 .3,0A /4

5 6

_ADJ
SUMMARY

2 9

FINAL
STRNG $D+D STRNG RATING

ADJ PARNT > DISAG DISAG Cum AGREE
SCOR EXPCT.2 n % n % % n % RATNG PS TT

9 10 11 12_13 14 15 16 17 18 197

20

2.88

7 3.43 Z I

S4 .3i .oR

, 59 ,.3n 4.58
5'9 130 2,74

1.

Expected Responses = Z7 (Number of questionnaires sent out.)
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PHASE 3

ESTABLISHING ANn APgLYING

CRITERIA
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Criteria: What Do the Scores Mean?

Once the average scores krve been calculated, the question

is "What do they mear?". On our fou point scale, a score of

3.2 is a positive result, but how .:^Jci is it? Does a score of

2.8 mean that the majority of the parents are not satisfied?

Dakota has developed evaluation procedv:es which provide

criteria for irf'erpreting survey results on two levels:

?art A - The Parents Expectations
ideally, what do the parents value?

Part B - The Agency's Expectations
to what degree do we expect the program to
be satisfactory to most of the families?

The following sections are devoted a discussion of

these procedures.

PART A

The Parents' Expectation Criteria

A separate survey is required to develop the Parents' Expec-

tation Criteria. It uses the same questionnaire format as the

general survey. Parents are asked to rate each question on the

basis of "How important is it?" Possible responses are:

"not important at all", "little importance", "it is important".

"very important". (See che example of this survey on page 35.)

In scoring, tne four-point scale is user,, as beLore, and the

same procedures described in the previous section are used to

calculate an average score for eacn question. These averages

are called the "Parents' Expect.ations".
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Dakota has made the parents' expectation survey an extension

of the o-ferall parents' sacisfaction process each year. You have

the option to

follow the instruct.ons, below, and do your owr parents'

expectation survey, or ;

use Dakota's parents'expectation survey results (Co1.8 of

the Summary, p.45), which is a valid alternative. J:t will

save you at least a month and a lot of hard work. See

App(!ndix C on this subject.

Whml to Conduct the Survfa (If you decide to do your own.)

Questionnai;cs are sent out two months after the general

survey is sent out. While the expectaticn survey is in progress,

crt: or. t).e ceneral survey and the kgency Expectation Criteria

(part E-.) can be completed. However, the principal reason for the

separation between surveys is to define them as two distinct

activiies, which are conducted for different purposes.

Sampling

The Parents' Expectation data is developed from a random

sample of the total number of farrilies. This sample needs to

be selected so that it is likely that it represents the views of

everyone. Two factors are involved: the number of families in

the sample, and the selection of the families 4 o be in the sample.
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IMPORTANCE RATING

Dakota, Inc.

Response Number

How DIPORTANT is each item to you?

GOAL I - PROGRAM AND STAFF RESPONSIVENESS NOT IMPT LITTLE IT LS VERY
AT ALL IMPORTANCE IMPT IMPT

The staff listen ard respond to my concerns,
guestials, and ideas. .

NI LI I VI

In my meetings with staff (for assessments,
conferences, monthly updates, etc.), I feel
I am an active member of the team and not
just a listener.

NI LI I VI

Although one staff member mainly serves
my child, I feel that we receive the
expertise of other staff.

NI LI I VI

Staff give me information that is clear and
useful to me.

NI LI I VI

I feel the program for my child includes
what is important to me.

NI LI I VI

My child's program meets my child's needs.
NI LI I VI

The help my child is getting is based on
his/har individual needs.

NI LI I VI

I am satisfied with my child's progress since
beginning this program.

NI LI I VI

The help I get fits into our family routines
and activities.

NI LI I VI

The staff respect the limits my family puts
on our time and energy for our child's program.

NI LI I VI

I am informed of a variety of choices for
how my child could be served by Dakota
(goals, strategies and services).

NI LI VI
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How many? The following chart shows the minimum sample size

you will need.

TOTAL
NUMBER OF
FAMILIES

%

YOU WILL
NEED

NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS

YOU NEED
10 100% 10

20 68% 14

30 55% 17

40 47% 19

50 40% 20
60 34% 20
70 29% 20
80 25% 20
90 22% 20

100 20% 20

If there are more than 100 families, then the sample
should be at least 20% of the total.

Generally, you will have to send out.30 surveys to
get 20 back. Keep sending until you receive the number
you need.

in the sample? There is a table of random numbers

on tbe following page which is used to facilitate the selection of

things "at random". For example, to select thirty families

(out cf one hundred) to receive the Parents' Expectation Survey:

a. take a list of the family names numbered consecutively
from 1 to 100;

b. starting at any point in the table, move down the
column reading thirty 2-digit numbers, as shown; then

c. match the numbers selected with the corresponding
names on the list.
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Isimisoftwast

LIne\Col. (1)

1=AT-4,-10180
2 22308

a 24130

4 42107

0 87570

0 77021

7 00502

8 00301

0
10

11

12

13

14
16.

10
17
18
10
20

21
22
23
24
26

80170

V41715

2 18

03 53
OD 20
10365

07110

51 86

02308
01011
52 02
07050

48003

64104
82030

2DtJ34

0 88

(3) (4) (0)

15,111 01530 02011 81047 01040

40573 26506 86303 30005 80108

48300 22527 07206 70303 04809

'03)03 00243 01080 07850 10370

0)75 81837 10050 00121 01782

00 107 11008 42751 27750 63408

72 306 50420. 00094 08872 81010

01 77 05403 07072 18870 20022

14 42 03001 .10281 17453 18103

SO 367 53342 53088 53000 50533

00578 88231 33270 70007 70030

40101 ,48235 03427 40020 00446

03100 .52030 02737 88074 33488

01 20 87529 86089 48237 82207

07 30 *71048 08178 77233 13010

12705 51821 51259 77452 10308

21182 52404 00208 80308 10885

54302 33302 04904 31273 04140

53 10 40300 58580 23210 14513

07128 33787 00008 42008 00001

01245 85828 14340 00172 30108

58102 22421 74103 47070 25300

32103 06507 24200 13303 38005

27301 87037 87308 58731 00260

33)02 28834 073CA 10731 02420

3 7

Random Numbers

(7) (8) (0)

09170 14104 02590

71082 63402 03006

15170 24830 40340
30440 53637 71341

.00408 81305 40084

18002 70050 00055

71104 18738 44013

04505 60800 00014

67740 84378 26331

38807 02300 08188

50806 05850 00100

18003 72005 62180
30320 17017 80015
07080 03364 01611

47504 81050 07735

00750 02144 40442

65322 44810 01188

18504 29852 71586
83149 08730 23495

70088 13002 51861

00229 04734 50103

70408 20381 58151

04342 28728 35800

4504 1631)8 40567

00052 01280 50001

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14)

80207 20000 00670 01201 00700

34006 62000 10174 80016 00605

32081 30080 10056 03348 58020

57004 00840 74017 07758 10370

00072 14110 00027 01203 54013

15053 21010 81825 44304 42880

48640 63213 21009 10034 12052

00045 18425 84003 42608 82307

12500 58078 44047 05585 50041

17083 10430 11458 18503 04052

31506 01547 85500 01010 78188

20847 12234 00611 33703 00322

08272 84115 27150 20013 74062

20368 86104 20286 20076 60808

85077 20372 74401 28561 00707

63000 70000 03000 76001 40710

06266 04836 44019 06044 55167

85030 51132 01016 02747 04051

04350 04738 17762 35160 36740

40104 88010 10609 26026 58104

22178 30421 01000 00004 32812

00040 21524 15227 00000 44602

00012 17012 04101 18200 22851

41135 10307 07084 80188 18510

07058 82680 80070 50720 04063
'VmNoli..of....IM...W
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The following page shows a cover letter which accompanied the

Parents' Expectation questionnaire on one of Dakota's surveys.



DAOTA

April 20, 1987

Dear

3 9

The parent satisfaction Survey that you filled out in May or

early June asked you to rate how satisfied you were with our

services. Thanks for doing that.

The questions on the survey came from Dakota's agency goals. We

now need to learn how important each of these are to you. You

can give this information by filling out this form. It has the

same statements as the satisfaction survey. This time, we'd like

you to check how important each item is for you. This will help

us improve our services.

Check one of the four choices for each question from "very

important" to "not important at all". Send the form back to me

in the enclosed envelope by April 31, 1967. Feel free to make

comments or to add more goals.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

DAKOTA, INC.

Jean Mendenhall
Director of Evaluation

JM:sf

Enc.

0210,T
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Part A Results: The Parents' Expectation

As mentioned earlier, the results of the Parents' Expec-

tation survey are summarized in the same way as in the general

survey, using essentially the same form as that shown on page

23, and leading to the calculation of an average score for each

question. This averaae score becomes the "Parents' Expectation".

The scores calculated from the Satisfaction survey data are

now compared to these expectations and rated. Evaluators have

found that a difference of 0.2 is meaningful. (See References:

Davis, L.N., 1974). A score of 3.1 on a question in the general

survey, for example, will not be rated satisfactory if the

Parents' Expectation level is 3.5.

Parents' Expectation Comparison

1. Entries in the Parents Expectation (PARNT EXPT) column
cf the Summary page (Co1.8) are taken from the results
of the Parents' Expectation Survey, as shown.

2. If the average score, or the adjusted average score for a
cuestion is 0.20 or more below the Parents' Expectation
score, put a check mark in the " >.2 " column (Co1.9).

SUMMARY
BASIC RESPONSE ADJ

G RESULTS C
O H !

A A :TTL RSPN N ;ADJ
L Q SCOR RSPN % G i SCOR

3 4

1 S=

2

3

4

5

6

7

AGENCY CRITERIA TEST
FINAL

STRNG SD+D STRNG RATING
PAR. > DISAG DISAG Cum AGREE
LXPC. 2n%n% %n% RATNG PS TT

8 19 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

2 . 4 3

5 7

3.

.3

Expected Responses = (Number of questionnaires sent out.)
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PART B
Agency Expectation Criteria

The Parents' Expectation score is based on a comparison of

average values only. This exposes us to some hazard because an

important dimension is missing: the distribution of the responses

- how many people checked each response?

Consider the following two distributions which have the same

average (mean) score.

NUMBER OF RESPONSES *
STRONG STRONG TOTAL TOTAL AVG.
DISAGREE DISAGREE AGREE AGREE RSPNS SCORE SCORE

(SD=1) (D=2) (A=3) (SA=4)

CASE 1, 1 8 91 0 100 290 2.90

CASE B 1 36 35 100 290 2.90

*Since the Total Responses = 100, the individual response numbers
convert readily to the same number of percentage points.

if the Parents' Expectation is 2.90, then we are meeting this

stanclaz6 in both cases. However, in Case A, no parent expresses

hich satisfacticn; and in Case B, 37% of the parents are not

satisfied with the service they are receiving. The distribution

of responses is information which is critical if our goal is to

identify program areas needing improvement. This information

is lost if only the mean is used in comparing outcomes.

The Agency Criteria test addresses this problem. It uses

combinations of the distributions of responses for Strongly

Disagree (SD), Disagree (D), and Strongly Agree (SA) to provide a

performance rating for each question, as shown below in tabular

and graphic form. Note: This test does not use the "Agree"

rating, which is regarded as neither strength nor weakness.

4



TEST CRITERIA TABLE

1 If sp+r = 10% or less, And SA = 50% or more
2 If SD+D = 10% or less, And SA = less than 50%

3 If SD+D = 11% to 25% and SA = 30% or more
4 If SD+D = 11% to 25% and SA = less than 30%

5 If SD+D = 26% or more

42

RATINQ

Very Good
Good

Marginal
Of Concern

Of Concern

Using these c;iteria:
Case A (SD+D=9% & SA=0%) would be rated "Good" (test 2); and,.
Case B (SD+D=37%) would be rated "Of Concern" (test 5).

CRITERIA GRAPH

This graph provides a quick reference to the Agency Criteria,
above. It shows that initially the "SD+D" acore determines the rating
level as either a program strength or a weakness (shaded area); then,
the degree of strength or weakness is determined by the "SA" score.

100

14.0

20

10

--Tinrrn711"."77.57:77.7t!!!!!!!"7,7"!7!!":"'"?7":"^"r":", 4rsovirvirriv
::ti

..1q...M.M.M.Y.o.M.YXVPMR0.T.FYYM..."Mte.rtrr

The
applying

GOOD

(Test 2)

10 . 30 40 50

% STR3NCLY ACM (st)

MY GOOD

(Test 1)

70 80

procedures for calculating the distribution percentages
the Agency Criteria are described in the next section.

and



Agency Criteria Test

1. On the Summary page, the "n" values for the STRONG
DISAGREE, DISAGREE, and STRONG AGREE columns are taken
directly from the PARENT SURVEY RESULTS page (you've
probably entered them in Co1.10, 12, 15 already).

2. Each "n" value is divided by its correspondina total
response value (TOTAL RSPNS, Co1.4) and then multiplied
by 100 to calculate the distribution percentage
each column (Co1.11, 13, 16).

(%) for

If there are entries in both Co1.11
enter the "Cumulative %" in Co1.14.

and 13, add them and

(Goal I, Q1) FTRONGLY AGREE = 18/23 x 100 = 78%

(Goal V, Q2) STRONGLY DISAGREE = 1/20 x 100 = 5%
LTSAGREE = 10/20 x 100 = 50%

SD+D = 55%

STRONGLY AGREE 5/20 x 100 = 25%

3. Apply the agency criteria to determine the performance
rating.

RATING

(Goal I, Q1) SD+D = 0 and SA = 78% Very Good (VG)

(Goal V, Q2) SD+D = 55% and SA = 25% Of Concern (0C)

SUMMARY
BASIC RESPONSE ADJ

RESULTS
AGENCY CRITERIA TEST

O H STRNG SD+D STRNG
A AVG TTL RSPN N ADJ PARNT > DISAG DISAG Cum AGREE
L Q SCOR RSPN % G SCOR EXPCT.2 n % n % % n RATNG

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 iö1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

FINAL
RATING

PS TT
18 19

V
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

.1 /8 7 32 Ai
/0 So 55 S 25

. 33 jy;
Sc

36 25
4 25

4S 6

Expected Responses = (Number of questionnaires sent out.)

%;
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Final Ratina

For each question, we now have on the Summary page (p. 45):

1. Co1.3 the Basic Average Score ;

2. Co1.7 the Adjusted Average Score, applicable when the
parents' response rate to the question fell below 70% ;

3. Co1.8 - the Parents' Expectation average score ;

4. Co1.9 - a check mark, showing when the Basic Average
Score, or the Adjusted Average Score, is less than
the Parents' Expectation average score by at least .20 ;

5. Co1.17 - the Agency Criteria rating, which is based on the
number of "strong disagree", "disagree", and "strong

agree"
responses.

The Agency Criteria rating is the final rating, except for

those questions which did not meet the Parents' Expectation

test (check mark). Lower the rating on these questions by one

grade. For example, in Goal I, question 6, chanae the Agency

Critezia ratina of "Good" to a final rating of "Marainal".

1. Enter all Very Good (VG) and Good (G) ratings in Co1.18,
to identify them as Program Strengths (PS).

4. Enter all Marginal (M) and Of Concern (OC) ratings in
Co1.19, to identify them as Training Targets (TT).

This completes the calculations and ratings
(Ccngratulations!).

Now you are ready to attach meanings to the scores and look for

patterns. In the next section we'll examine how the Program

Strengths and Trainina Targets are used to develop a comprehensive

evaluation of your proaram.
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PHASE IV

INTERPRETATION
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Interpretation

It is easiest to see the big picture by transferring the

final ratings from the Summary page to the Program Evaluation

Report, which was designed ior this purpose (see pp.11, 12).

The interpretation of the ratings for the questions within

each goal are discussed belciw.

GOAL I PROGRAM AND STAFF RESPONSIVENESS
1 Staff listen and respond to my concerns 'VG!

2 I am an active team member, not just a listener VG
We receive the expertise of other staff VG

4 Staff give clear, useful information VG

5 2,:y child's program includes what is important to me VG

7 The program is based on individual needs VG
9 The programming fits our family routine VG

10 The staff respect our family limits of energy and time VG

11 I've been given choices of service options VG

6 Yy child's prograr meets my child's needs
I ar. satisfied with my child's progress

This program is doing an extremely thorough job in collaborating

with parents and in being :esponsive to child and family needs and

priorities. The two questions receiving Marginal ratings were

identified by Parents' Expectations, and they are critical "outcome

questions". It is important that we understand why program

performance is not meeting the parents' expectations. Looking

closely at clusters of questions and responses can provide clues.
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GOAL II GROWTH IN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FOR HELPING THE CHILD
2 I've learned about helping my child IVG!

3 I enjoy my child more VG
5 I see how ordinary activities are part of development VG
6 I feel more confident about helping my child G

9 My child's strengths and needs are discussed VG

1 I am able to see what my child is learning M!

4 I know what my child needs to learn M
7 I am aware of how to help my child's development

I:

M
8 I have a clearer picture of my child's special needs M

10 I know more about how to set.goals for my child

These are "process questions" and on half of them the staff

is doing very well. The "Marginal" ratings continue a pattern

started in Goal I: parents think their collaboration with staff

is not fully preparino them to know and work v:th their child.

GOAL III GROWTH IN UNDERSTANDING NORMAL DEVELOPMENT & BEHAVIOR
1 I value my child's time with normal children
2 I am aware of how my child is like norma] children
3 I've learned ways to get my child to cooperate
4 I've gotten help handling my child's behavior

'OCI

Each of these questions identifies aspects of processes which

should be happening - but aren't. They probably answer the "why"

of the Marginal ratings of the first two Goals. The programming

may well be focusing so much on the children's special needs - as

found on developmental check lists - that parents do nc raise

questions on the functional elements of home life; eating,

bedtime, shopping trips. These are all elements which every

parent must deal with, but the parents of special children, often

lacking contact with normally developing children, may not

recognize typical behavior.
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GkDAL IV UTILIZATION OF .COMMUNITY RESOURCES
I know about other community resources for my child/family G

4 :_',atistactorv communication between staff & other services VG

::.taff helps me when I need to know about other resources
I have greater contact with comunity services/programs
i am aLle to get information important to my child/family

Communication is the strong positive in this set of questions.

with a -good rating for knowing about community resources. But.

the parents are also saying that they want to be more in tot.211

with community resources. In other words, they want the benefit.a

in'.ere1.2.y collaboration. It is likely that the thrust of the

iF L-taif direct service to children, which does not

emphasis on community and Deer contact.

GC.AL V BUILDING A_SUPPORT_ZYSTEM
7 Staff wil. help when family/friends have concerns

t

ti

My Partner/family are more involved with my child OC
Norf. .p.eple are helping me with mv child OC

OcrielDed people I know to be more understandine
neipea me Eet tc know c.ther caring people

i,cttEn tort from other parents
iess alone as parent of my child OC

It is only recently that research has recognized the importance

strong family support system in programming for children with

special needs. These ratings again support the neeLl for collabora-

ting with agencies and people which can add this dimension to the

program. Realigning staff priorities to include a focus on family

supp-ort may also be indicated. For example, the staff can work

parents to identify those activities for their child which can

be carric,d out by siblings. grandparents. friends, and children in

thf: ne:ghborhood.
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The actions which comprise the Dakota Parent Sati..raction

Survey (PSS) are now complete. In this booklet we have explained

- How to conduct your own Parent Satisfaction Survey,
inc2uding a sample questionnaire;

- How to calculate results;

- How to establish and apply evaluative criteria to identify
program strengths and weaknesses (training targets); and

How to develop a broad interpretation of the training
targets into overall goals for achievement.

The Project Dakota Parent Satisfaction Survey has been

enormously valuable at Dakota, Inc. for portraying program

competence and guiding program improvement. We hope that your

experience will be as rewarding. Should you have questions or

comments about this tool and/or this manual please feel free

to call or write:

Project Dakota Outreach
Dakota, Inc.
680 O'Neill Drive
Eagan, MN 55121

(612)-455-2335
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Samples of Using Goal Averages for

Parent and Board Reports
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This data combines results from seven
different programs administered Li!
Dakota, Inc. These programs have the
same goals and administration.

0 Very Sood

0 Good

tiarginal

I CI oonoern

In 1985 final ratings from the Parent

Satisfaction Survey (.PSS.) identified

30% of the items as training targeti.

In Inc. ahd 17 -.11 ratirri=

identified 15 %, and 21% of the PSS

items as training targets. This

impressive change occured despite

frequent staff turnover experienced

during this time,

)
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Tn.! cnart compares yearly Parent Satis?action Surve, (P8S) scores

e:' sek,en programs tor all questions with each Year's Fe,rent

',Ideals). Parent Expectation scores were collectea

,er ;ght changes: see Mppendix E.

Paronts' Ideals and
Levels of Satisfaction

ilefieVw4
RN=

1985 1986

RWMilzsT
NaBWKW.4.,

A.,.

ft41N

-fftlfs0

MQVA
da1ti

n 1:it

1987

la Parents' Ideal

0 Level ol Satisfaction

car D. aERumed

7 : enc aal:a1 aespite mucn hic,ner

r67es demonstrate the agency s f.^m commitment

tc ez,ec:4,c goats ana the implementation of a targeted ant. ,uctured

inser,:e training program.

E'cerpt from tne 1985 report to the Board of Directors:

"The composite averages show that agency programs came close to

meeting parents enpectations but ratIngs from strong programs mask the

problems that eist in weaker ones."
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8, comparino this chart with the previous one it can be seen how

*.e,ecInp,J;ram differances are masked ty a composite score .

3.5 -

25

2 -

1.5 -

1

05

0

c:fferences on this goal were statiOica!lv

;inc,

eoal Ill
Vmderstamiimg Normal behavior am* Problems

Program Sites 1965

The

I Program Average Soares

-4 Parent's Expectation Level

4-cm !ne 1;S5 repert to the Board c,f Directors:

III normal Behauior and Problems.

"There 1E cmer half a scale point difference between the composite

adenr. -acing ,,avg. 2.3 from 128 replies) and the parents importance

ratings (avg. 3.41 with regard to learning about normal behavior.

1-1QE.":, programs are NOT meeting parents' expectations with regard to the

'normi" aspects of their child and his/her behavior. AgencY staff may

De too focused on the 'special" to the detriment of "normal".

:t oiks not previouslY thought that parents of handicapped chiiiiren

hi.t-, value on this knowledge. It is apparent that it I=

'alued b- parents.'
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These charts use only one set of criteria for comparison standards.
The: compare each Year's composite actency performance (the average of
aii seven programs) with the pooled Parent Expectations (average of all

three years). The latter are labeled IDE121L. Data is presented for each

doal to highlight results of taroeted training areas. Targets during
193(t. were Goals III and IV in particular. Goal J was targeted in 1987.

:i.eryie data 4rom other sources validates these outcomes.

i,omewriat lower agenc-,' scores are noted during 1987: During 1986 and
lE:T legislation transferred portions of children served by thec-e
crogram-2 to the Dublic schools resulting in high staff turnover. For

e%ample, 4rom Jar. 1966 to Jan IQ67 there ima: a 46% turnover in staff,

rie thet:e circum=tan:es it is rommendable that overall performance

remaineo high. Other factors impacting scores are sample size and

respnnse rate.
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Sample Report to Parents
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Assisting no community
and poopt Challenged by disabilities
to Itvo IflV wOrk t000thee

6 7

volume 8. Issue 2

DAibTA CHALLENGE
Dakota Inc ts private non.proht agency

How Are We Doing?
"Our teacher doesn't try to get us to

do things with our son that wouldn't fit
into our way of life; she includes our
other children so beutifully," wrote a
parent in our recent Parent Satisfaction
Survey.

Dakota's early intervention services
are "tailor made" to match each family's
needs and priorities tor their child. To
measure the success of our services, we
annually ask parents how we're doing
through the survey It is a structured, val-
idated tool allowing us to learn about dif.
ferences between teams and how we
change from year to year.

This year. 150 parents, or 820/0 of tam-
lies served by Dakota. answered our
questions. The level of parent satisfac
tion remains high for 1987:

Are we responding to the tamily's
needs and concerns?

Parents said "yes" More than
half of the parents who responded
STRONGLY AGREED with the
statements. "The staff listen and
respond to my concerns, ques
tions and ideas", and, "In my
meetings with staff I feel I am an
active member of the team and
not just a listener-

"I really appreciate that staff
always asks how I'm doing
with all of our problems."

Are we helping parents increase their
own skills in working with the child's
strengths?

Half of the parents STRONGLY
AGREED that "I am aware of how
ordinary activities are part of my
child s learning and develop.
ment" More than 250/0 of parents
DISAGREED with the statement
"I know how to set goals and strat-
egies for my child"

August/September 1987

Parents gave mixed responses to
questions about how Dakota staff help
parents build support for '.hemselves
and their family

More parents DISAGREED
Tl.4AN AGREED with the state-
ment, "I have more friends or
other children helping me help my
child."' Yet there was considerable
AGREEMENT with the statement,
"Staff are willing and able to help
my family and friends when we
have concerns or questions about
my child"
We are grateful to the families who

took the time to respond to this year's
survey This review from the perspective
of our consumers is one way that we can
step back and see where more tailoring
is necessary anC where the staff-parent

"I don't feel like my husband
and 1 are in this alone any
more."

partnership is working best. We do read
each response carefully. And, we work
to ensure that the insights we gain lead
directly to improved services for families

"The program gave us confi.
dence that what we were do-
ing was on target and they
gave us many suggestions and
ideas of what to do to help."

Dakota offers consultation and tra:n-
ing to other early intervention programs
interestec in using the Parent Satisfac-
tion Survey Contact Linda Kjeriand.
Dakota. Inc . 680 O'Neill Drive. Eagan.
MN 55121 Pelone 455-2335
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Appendix C

Three Years of Dakota Parent Expectations
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This booklet has described how to go about validating parents'

epectations for use in evaluating the outcome of your survey of parent

ssitisfaction. It must be emphasized that through the examination of the

Parents' E4ectation ualues and the written comments on the surve,.-s. the

age7ic. staff more iLllY understood what parents wanted from their Earl.

:!--erysrition Prooram. While this is a time consumino effort it gliies

a -rT. nas;s 47:7- understanding what the parents -.ou serve value.

E some aemor4raphic data descrioing Dakota s parents and

information.

oe include here three years of Dakota's Parents: Expectations ,,you

f-nd them identified as IDEALS on some of tne charts). By following

the chart YOU will see how questions were added or deleted over the three

fears; during the second yrar we added a new goal; and it-s questions

underi-er.t substantive wording changes the third year. Overall there was

little change in Parents Expectations. Some of the changes

-ela:ed to !ne adoition/ deletion or rewording Oi QuE,EtiOr,B.

remembiir that Parents Expectations are onl one of two sets

criteria to oe used in combination for examinind survey results. We

found tnat the distribution of responses (Agency Criteria) yields far more

ri,;Eant information than use of the standard deviation from the

r.r.e,:tstions. It is for that reason we haue listed the average standard

24 - out not for Questions.

E. AO,LME E PECTATIONi

i;2= 1°Sc 1:7

n=30 n= 50

MEAN 5,D. MEAN S.D.

n=2='

MEAN S.D. IDEALS S.D.

: PROGPA!1 AtJ,D STAFF RESPONSIVENESS

GOAL 1 3.63 .46 3.65 .50 3.61 .50 1.63 ,49

GP01.!TH IN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TO HELP THEIR CHILD

GOAL 11 2.32 .47 3.57 .53 3.64 .52 3.51 .51

:I: GROWTH IN UNDERSTANDING OF NORMAL BEHAVIOR AND PROBLEMS

GOAL III 3.38 .63 3.27 .80 3.41 .0 . A

T71LI:HTION OR COMMUNIM" RESOURCES

GOkL IV 3.0S' .67 3.2t .78 3.42 .71 2.26 7;

BUILDI'iG SUPPOPT SiSTBM

7:DAIL 3.23 .76 3.,7 C 3.25 "7:-/

6 ,,
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THREE YEARS PARENT EXPECTATIONS (IDEALS)

1985 1986
n=30 n=50 n=29 13-42?L1ip

1987

MEAN MEAN MEAN _IDEA...S.
GOAL I PROGRAM AND STAFF RESPONSIVENESS

GOA.L I 3.63 3.65 3.61 3.63

E7':.-* i.i+.r ind respPho --i.:::.c.
-1,. r.co
...1.0 2o:e: n ;.:.

. eM ..1 t.L1-..1. team memt .:,.,., ..:....: 3.57 1.63
e..pe-tise o4

ot.,,e- sta.:. 1.49 3.41 3.46
stsf., o)Ye olear,useful -

1.

. :hHC = Dr'OcLrEM nclUaeEi

IE important to me 3.50 3.50 3.47
.:-. :rogram meets childs neec 3.61 3.81 3.87 3.76

, nep. ;E based on indiuid.
nee-zs 3.54 3.90 3.83 3.76
setisilec with progress 379 3.63 3.71

:, fits family routines 3.39 3.43 2.41
:0.respects iamil.,- limits 3.40 3.50 3.45
Il.oiven choices o4 service 3.52 3.40 3.46

II GROWTH IN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL TO HELP THEIR CH!LD
GOAL II 3.32 3.57 3.64 3.51

atie to Eee what child
earrin: 3.68 3.60

:. eirned abotit helping 3.9 .:;.(..:,

e. ,:. ch,IC mnre
.... ..1 :! ir. i.:c:d.ng on

,i *or rn. cr,:d 2- -3.60)
.:

. ,-_,,. --,-:,- -:. .7 heeos t
3.62 3.62 2.6-

. :-.z.n:- e:t :t.,es pa-t -

::-c oe-,:iopme7t 3.40 3.60 3.6.'
:or+10er.t about nelpino 3.48 3.51 3.63

". 3were how to help deveiop 3.54 3.61 3.70
p:),Ire of special needs 3.78 2,48 3.67

,.. :-:ld Etrenoths discussed 3.49 3.60
'.:,i.noi, more to set goals 3.61 3.50 3.47
4 :'77' to nep familv w,cnild (3.36.,

3.63 3.64
.3.E1 1/

;1: r.)POWTH It: UNDERSTANDING OF NORMAL BEHAVIOR AND PROBLEMS
GOAL III 3.38 3.27 --- 3.41

- _7.r717E7-777711
:-e

: c)thers

* hi7;7:e be!-iaicr
". Deha-ibr

IV UTILIZATION OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES
GOAL 1V 3.09

Know more co-- )nit;, prog
help when I need to know
about other programs

7:-. greater contact with comm
proorams/services

communication with
sta44 and communIty

to get Information

2.93
?

3.26

3.21

3.20

'1.60

11

2.54

11
3,54

3.64
3.54

3.35

3.43 3.26

3.40

3.53

3.21 3.43

3.29
3.30

3.33
3.46

3.19

3.36

3.32

3.31
3.28

V BUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEM
GOAL V 3.33 3.17 3.25

irD:0 more caring peop e c3.411,
mr.re famil, friends help ).3.20.I

4am.1, m,-.re In»olved 3.20 3.43 3.40
_ - .---.:, more peppe helping _ _... ..:.-

-:-. ia-;4 helped people tO be _

/*re tarino unditno -

4. =t244 helped me get to _

knok., caring people - 3.10 3.10
F. support trom othr parents _ 3.03 3.03
-.. eel leis alone 3.1E 3.12. 3.16
-

. staff help when fam,frnas _

have concerns re: child _ 3.52 G
, 2.00

* indicates a question which was significantly reworded or deleted.



Goal 1

Changes in Parent Ideals
for Each Goal Area

During Three Tear Period

Goal 2 Goal 3 Goal 4 Goal 5

Program
and staff

responsiveness

73

12 198S

0 19EAS

0 1987

Growth in Understanding Utilizing Building a
knowledge roma behavior comunity support
and skills and problems resources systee
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Appendix D

Team and/or Individual Staff Performance Reports
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Coding surves! responses by program site, team, and facilitator

'pr.mary contact person or case manager) allows analysis of results for

r-Oeth team and individual performance evaluation, Thus, staff

hing :an be individualized,

tne e.amples on tne following pages are 4rom the 1980 Parent

i.;a:toh Survey PSS). The:-e was overall improvement in all goal

aFeas :ompared to tne 1985 suruey, but there remained significant

c-44s.rences between programs, teams, and staff.

The first example shows between-program differences.

Strong Strong Program
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree kk,a.

Goal III question 4 ...handle behavior..,

r arr H 8% 58% CI 2.5

. -..,- :r E .i. 10% 74% 0 2.-t.

I. question 1 ...know communit:, programs,.

%-.:..-J.i.:; i 0 27% 00% 13% ..f.0!

r ..-_-gr am 2. 0 0 85% 1 5%

Pooled
Ideal*

* Average of '85 6( '86 Parent Ideals

Tne data can also identify differences between teams as well as

t: staff gl44erences within a team.

Goa ::1 Ouestion 4

F r ? q r arri I

Psrer.t-i Responses tG

.'earned to handle .., berlautor"

Strong
Disagree Disagree Agree

Strong
koree

Team Pooled
Average Ideal*

Team 1 2.8 3.3

Teacner 0 20.0% 80.0% 0

0.7, 0 37.5% 62.5% 0

2.,:. Lang. 0 0 100,0% 0

Poqram - Team 1 2,1 ..,.....

"reacne- CI 0 00.7% 23.3%

0 23.3% 33.3% 23.3%

I:.
C. 85.7% 14.3%

H -i-E,Qe cf 25 .i.. 8,1, Pacent Ideals

3.3

3,1



Coht: Performance Reports

IEPs were the source cif the following data. Communit,

settings are triDse outside the famil. where the child is with norma!i.

de-eio;rig peers as a part of an IEP. This data IE directly relevant to

responses on Goal I. Community Resourses and indirectl, to f3os,;

_;-clerztandir:o Normal Behavior and Problems. Examples on the

nq. pages will show the relatedness of these and other Issues.

agency d_ata is given first, then the average of the three

at that program site, each team, and each individual on each team.

This e;..ample once again uses Program I, Teams 1 & 2. Notice that

le the teachers on Team 1 and Team 2 have children similar in age,

Lise of community program time is very different. A supervisor

asc, ::.'%sider staff experience and children s severity levels

pjcgments from this data.

i

mean Half-Da-es/IA Children S end in

Community Settings for Programming

Children's
,.Avg. Age in

!,!)ci. days/wk N= Months

1.34

;

315 36.0

-ear 21

43.7

22.8

36.7

Teacner

O. T.

SP. Land,

1.00

0.00

8

Team 3.90 21

Teacher 6.89 8 44.6

O. T. 3.00 36.0

Sp. Laho .60 5 34.4

Team 1.2:7 dm

Teacher .20 5 17.8

C. T. .20 10 25.0

Sp. Lang 2.SS 12 42.c.

7 8



Cont: Performance Reports

hinen children participate in community-based programs as well as

spe:Ial education programs parents experience support from more people

te-este: in helping their cni ld. Tnus use of Goal IV Usino Commun,t.

,.e1.7,,rc:es is stronc l,. related to Goal Buildino a Support System.

asta is from the same program P'rogram I snown in the

re-ious szamples. Notice here how the teacher on Team 1 - whose cases

z-....eraged 1 half day per week programming in communit;. settings

re:ei mu:h lower PSS ratings than did the teacher on Team 2 whose

same-age cases aueraged nearly 7 half days per week in communi",Y

settings,

aE .1. lin:

Goal V Question 2

me:r of Parer.ts' Pesponses to Hal,ino "More

F.ersons Help With Child s Prodram"

24o 6.Q% did not reply to

this question

arn

7 c .E dil re:'

lea:nEr

Sp. Lang

Team 2

Teacher

O. T.

Lari-:,

'tc this questior

4

17 100% response

tc this question

6

6

79
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Demoorapn:cs.

avota, Inc, is a private nonprofit agehc. In Dakota Count.)

flir.E.Et!.E. It IE located Just south of the Twin Cities metropol!tar

a7ea ird uroah, suourban, and rural areas, The earl.,

oroorams operated t, Dakota, Inc ser.ie between S'7:0 and .40i:

r .IE-; crricr. t ?II o sabl 7villor eh ,

Famil:. income irTormat.on is not available to the agenc,. Out (E

:o,er B wide economic range. The model program which

this euslust.on instrument served familes on public

assatancc to those earning up to $45,000 per year. Of the two-parent

familles 61.1% had incomes under $15,000; of the single parents 53.9%

on public assistance and 30.8,. had incomes up to $15,000. The

ziriDls parents served by the interveri.ion prooram

E,nd between programs: 40r SOme proqri.ms it was a.s

for .t-ers s o- o* 20%.

C-E

7ne 4.7.11c.i,,ing table prouides information essential to the

(.;,dat(on of the Parent Egpectations and their use as standards for

corii;.:ar.son of eYaluation results. For each year a minimum of 20% of the

prpt.(ded the expectations data. Additional information on

(n .,00end; C.

.. = :0 50

0"EFHLL MEHN 3.36 3.41 3.45

RANGE OF MEANS :.9-3.9 3.2-3.=, 2.0-3.9

MODE 3.6 3.6 3.o

AVERAGE S.D. .56 .67 .65

RANGE OF S.D. .18-.8S .31-.;2 .31-.93
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Surve_ Outcome Data

The following table briefly summarizes some of the voluminous data

oei-e: 4rom three .ears of HS surveys. The emphasis of this effort

a'idl. roertif, individual targets for program improvement:

-,:aear:', per se was a :secondar,. goal. However, statisticall,

r' :?nt J.Jere found between proorami in inf. and

::ting that the instrument was sensitive to between-program

o,-ferences. This is an important aspect of the validation process

be:a-Jse all seven programs shared the same goals and administration.

Factor analysis on each year's results confirmed the assignment of

questions to goals.

AGENCY PSS RESULTS

1985 1986

128 248

E-zr-ONSE RA'E t .

RESPONSE RANGE FROM SEVEN PROGRAMS

47%-77%

AGENC-WIDE MEAN SCORE

3.02 3.28

Rt:13E OF IN SEVEN PROGRAMS

.12-1.02

.INTER!4AL PEL:,1EIL:7

19S7

14c.

I ...

71%-96%

3.45
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Appendix F

Sample Forms, Letters, and Surveys
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PARENT SURVEY _RESULTS

O STRNG
A iDISAG
L Q!(SD=1)

2

iDISAG
!(D=2)

-1- 1 1

1

' STRONG i
i

AGREE 1

r

AGREE 1TOTAL4 SCORES TOTAL AVG.
(A=3) (SA=4) RSPNS'SD+D+A+SA SCORE:SCORE

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

II
1

2 :

3
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5.

6
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9
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3

4

2

3
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1

2
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5

6

7
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PROGRAM_EVALUAIION REPORT

Rating_KRY: Program Strength (PS) = Very Good (VG), Good (G)

Training Target (TT) = Marginal (M), Of Concern tOC)

Team_

GOAL ESDaRAM_AND_BTAFF .REZEONSIVENESS

1 Staff listen and respond to my concerns

2 I am an active team member, not just a listener

3 We receive the expertise of other staff

4 Staff give clear, useful information

5 My child's program includes what is important to me

6 My child's program meets my child's needs

7 The program is based on individual needs

8 I am satisfied with my child's progress

9 The programming fits our family routine__

10 Staff respect our family limits of energy and time

11 I've been given choices of service options

1-at ing
PS TT

GQAI, .GENTHIN _KNOWLEDQE_AND3KILLS_FQR.HELPING THE CHILD_

1 I am able to see what my child is learning

I've learned about helping my child

I enjoy my child more

4 I know what my child needs to learn

I see now ordinary activities are part of development__

6 I feel more confident about helping my child

I am aware of how to help my child's development

8 I have a clearer picture of my child's special needs_

9 Mv child's strengths and needs are discussed

1.) I know more about how to set goals for my child_

7i



Gala III GROWTH IN UNDERSTANDING NORMAL DEVELOPMENT & BEHAVIOR

1 I value my child's time with other childre

2 I am aware of how my child is like other children

3 I've learned ways to get my child to cooperate

4 I've gotten help handling my child's behavior

GOAL IV UTILIZATION OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

1 I know about other community resources for my child/family

2 Staff helps me when I need to know about other resources

3 I have greater contact with community services/programs

4 Sat...7.:,:tory communication between staff & other services

5 I am able to get information important to my child/family

GOAL V BUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEM

I My partner/family is more involved with my chil

2 More people are helping me with my childINI
3 Staff helped people I know to be more understanding

4 Staff helped me get to know other caring people

5 I've gotten support from other parents

6 I feel less alone as parent of my chil

7 Staff will help when family/friends have concerns
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Dear Parents:

We wish to know how satisfied you are with the services of

Dakota, Inc. Your responses to the attached survey will help us

to evaluate our services to you and your child. Please complete

the questionnaire and return it to the main office by Friday,

March 6th. An envelope is provided for you.

The survey is coded for use by the Director of Evaluation so that

your responses can be matched with the kinds of service you are

receiving (eg. home visit, in-center, community based etc.).

This will give us the best understanding of how satisfied

families are with the different services we provide. You may

choose whether you wish to sign your name but it is important to

know that your responses will not be shared individually with

anyone. Your responses will be combined with responses from

other parents; teams will receive a summary of the feedback

provided by a group of parents.

The Parent Satisfaction Survey is intended to be an easy and

effective means of getting your input in evaluating services and

guiding future decisions. Results will be shared in the Dakota

Challenge - watch for them or contact me if you're interested in

more information.

Your comments are invited. Your time and willingness to complete

the survey are very much appreciated. Thank you%

Sincerely,

DAKOTA, INC.

Jean Mendenhall
Director of Training and Evaluation

PS: Your response counts% We need 100 percent of surveys

completed for results to be most valid.

JM:al
0177J
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Dear

At the risk of being pesky I am seading you another copy of the
Parent Satisfaction Survey with my sincere request that yov take
a few minutes to complete it. Our goal is to hear from all
families served by Dakota's Early Intervention staff. Your

response is important: if a family does not respond to the
survey, the team's overall score is lowered. You can help
provide us with valuable guidance in planning services for the
future. Your responses will remain confidential.

Please take the time to complete the survey TODAY and return it
to me in the enclosed envelope. Thank you'.

Sincerely,

DAKOTA, INC.

Jean Mendenhall
Director of Training and Evaluation

JM:sf

Enc.

P.S. Surveys that are not returned and items that are left blank
both have a negative effect on survey scores. However, if you
choose not to complete the survey, please return the blank form
so we will be aware of your decision.

0237J



PARE= SATISFA'.TION SURVEY*

Response Member

IPlease indicate how satisfied you are with services you receive from your dhild's program..

IFor eaCh item put a dheck to show how strongly you agree or disagree with that statement.

:Your response to each statement is important apy unanswered items have a negative effect on

the final score.

: GOAL I - PROGRAM AND STAFF RESMNSIVENESS
STRONGLY DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY

1

insAaREE AGREE

The staff listen and respond to my concerns,

questions, and ideas.

In my meetings with staff (for assessments,

conferences, monthly updates, etc.), I feel

I am an active member of the team and not

just a listener.

Although one staff member mainly serves

my child, I feel that we receive the
1 expertise of other staff.

1

Staff give me information that is clear and
1 useful to me.
1

I feel the program for my child includes
1 what is important to me.

my child's program meets my child's needs.1

1

1
The help my child is getting is.based on

his/her individual needs.1

1

1
I am satisfied with my child's progress since

beginning this program.
1

1

1
The help I get fits into our family routines

and activities.
1

The staff respect the limits my family puts

on our time &Lid energy for our child's program.

I am informed of a variety of choices for

hya my child could be served.

SD A SA

SD D A SA7

SD D

....

SD D ---il SA

SD D 7: SA

SD 1) A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

Survey developed by Dakota, Inc., Project Dakota Cutreach (612)153-2:3f i



'Parent Satisfaction Survey
'Page 2

'GOAL II - GROWTH IN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FOR HELPING YOUR CBILD

'Because of my participation
I *th th,wi e program..

..I am more able to look at my Child and see
what he/she is learning to do.

....I have learned about helping my cnild.

....I enjoy my child more.

....I know what my child needs to learn.

....I am aware of how ordinary activities are part
of my child's learning and development.

....I feel more confident about how my family
and I are helping our child.

....I am more aware of how to help my child's
development.

....I have a clearer picture of my child's
special needs at this time.

...I feel satisfied that my
are being discussed.

....I know more about haw to
strategies for my child.

child ' s strengths

set goals and

STRONGLY LISAMEE AGREE STRCNGLY
DISAMEE AGREE

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD

Comments: (Please comment if you've checked any items SD or D ):

D A SA

D A SA

10 A SA

D A SA

D A SA

D A SA

D A SA

D A SA

D A SA

D A SA

I

S st



'Parent Satisfaction Survey
:Page 3

1GCAL III - GROWTH IN UNDERSTANDING NORMAL BEHAVIOR AND PROBLEMS
1

IBecause of my participation
iwith the program....

1

more strongly value my child spending
time with children who don't have
developmental delays.

.I am more aware of how my child is like
other children.

....I know more ways to get my
child to cooperate.

.I am getting the help I need to learn
about handling my child's behavior.

STRONGLY DISAGREE AGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE AGREE

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

--SD D A SA

Comments: (Please comment if .,ou've checked any items SD or D):

GOAL IV - UTILIZATION OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Because of my participation
with the program.. .:

....I know more about community agencies,
services, and programs that can help
my child or my family.

....I get help fram staff when I want
other programs or people to work with
me, my child, or my family.

....I now have contact with services and
programs in the community who may help
my child or my family.

....I am satisfied with the cammunication
between my child's team and cammunity
resource persons involved in my child's
program.

....I am able to get information that is
import.Ant to the health and happiness
of my family and child.

STRONGLY DISAGRZL AGREE STRONGLY
AGREEDISAGREE

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A SA

SD D A Sh

Comments: (Please comment if you've checked any items SD or D):

S



1

IParent Satisfaction Survey
'Page 4

:GOAL V - BUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEM
1

'Because of my participation STRONGLY DISAGREE AGM STRONGLY
Iwith the program.... DISAGREE AGREE

....my partner/my family are more
involved in my child's learning.

SD D A SA
....I have more friends or other children

helping me help my child.
SD D A SA

....staff helped the people I know hl more
caring and understanding of my

SD D A SA
..staff helped me get to know other
people who are caring and understanding.

SD D A SA

OS ..I have gotten support from other parents.
SD D A SA

..I feel less alone as the parent of
my child.

SD D A SA
..staff are willing and able to help my
family and friends when we have concerns
or questions about my child. SD D A SA

Comments: (Please comment ii you've checked any items SD or D):

My child is years months old.

Signat1 (optional)

1092J .11 FOR GIVING US THIS FEEDBACK!
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Dear

The parent satisfaction survey that you filled out in May or

early June asked you to rate how satisfied you were with our

services. Thanks for doing that.

The questions on the survey came from Dakota's agency goals. We

now need to learn how important each of these are to you. you

can give this informatLon by filling out this form. It has the

same statements as the satisfaction survey. This time, we'd like

you to check how important each item is for you. This will help

us improve our services.

Check one of the four choices for each question from "very

important" to "not important at all". Send the form back to me

in the enclosed envelope oy April 31, 1987. Feel free to make

comments or to add mor. goals.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

DAKOTA, INC.

Jean Mendenhall
Director of Evaluation

JM:sf

Enc .

0210J



IMPORTANCE RATING

Response Number

How IMPORTANT is each item to you?

GOAL I - PROGRAM AND STAFF RESPONSIVENESS

The staff lis_en and respond to my concerns,
questions, and ideas.

In my meetings with staff (for assessments,
conferences, monthly updates, etc.), I feel

11

I am an active member of the temm and not
just a listener.

Although one staff member mainly serves
my child, I feel that we receive the

expertise of other staff.

Staff give me information that is clear and
useful to me.

I feel the program for my child includes
what is important to me.

My child's program meets my child's needs.

The help my child is getting is based on
his/her individual needs.

I am satisfied with my Child's progress since

beginning this program.

The help I get fits into our family routines
and activities.

The staff respect the limits my family puts
on our time and energy for our child's program.

11

I am informed of a variety of dhoices for
haw my child could be served.

NOT IMPT LITTLE IT IS VERY

AT AIL IMPORTANCE IMPT IMPT

NI LI I VI

-Tr LI VI

NT IS I VI

NI Is I VI

NI LI I VI

NI LI I VI

NI LI I VI

NI Is I VI

NI LI I VI

NI LI I VI

NI LI I VI

* Survey developed by Dakota, Inc., Proj:t Dakoti Outreach (612)455-2335

S



Importance Rating
Page 2

GOAL II - GMWTH IN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FOR HELPING YOUR CHILD

Because of my participation
with the program....

....I am more able to look at my child and see

what he/she is learning to do.

NCT min LITTLE IT IS VERY

AT ALL IMPORTANCE IMPT IMPT

NI LI I VI

....I have learned about helping my child.
NI LI I V/

....I enjoy my child more.
NI

....I know what my child needs to learn.
NU LI I VI

....I am aware of how ordinary activities are part

of my child's learning and development.
vm

....I feel more confident about how my family

and I are help:Ing our child.
NI LI I VI

....I am more aware of how to help my child's

development.
NI LI I VI

....I have a clearer picture of my child's

special needs at this time.
NI LI I VI

....I fl satisfied that my Child's strengths

are being discusse0.
NI LI --i7 VI

....I know more about how to set goals and

strategies for my child.
NI LI I VI

amments: (Please camment if you've checked any items NI or LI):

S



Importance Rating
Parve 3

GOAL III - GROWTH IN UNDERSTANDING NORMAL BEHAVIOR AND PROBLEMS

Because of my participation
with the program....

....I more strongly value my child spending

time with children who don't have
developmental delays.

....I am more aware of haw my child is like

other children.

....I know more ways to get my
child to cooperate.

....I am getting the help I need to learn

about handling my child's behavior.

NOT IMPT LITTLE IT IS VW
AT ALL IMPORTANCE IMPT IMPT

NI LI I VI

NI LI VI

NI LI VI

NI LI I VI

Comments: (Please comment if you've checked any items NI or LI):

GOAL IV - UTILIZATION CF CCMMUNITY RESOURCES

Because of my participation
with the program....

....I know more about cammunity agencies,
services, and programs that can help
my child or my family.

....I get help fram staff when I want
other programs or people to work with

me, my child, or my family.

....I now have contact with services and

programs in the community who may help

my child or my family.

....I am satisfied with the communication
between my child's team and cammunity

resource persons involved in my child's

program.

....I am able to get information that is

important to the health and happiness
of my family and child.

NOT IMPT LITTLE IT IS VERY

AT ALL IMPORTANCE IMPT IMPT

NI LI I VI

NI LI I VI

NI

NI LI

VI

NI LI I VI

Comments: (Please comment if you've checked any items NI or LI):



Importance Rating
Page 4

GOAT. V - BUILDING A SUPPORT SYSTEM

Because of my participation NOT IMPT LITTLE IT IS VIM
with the program.... AT ALL IMPORTANCE IMPT IMPT

....my partner/my family are more
involved in my child's learning.

NI LI I VT
....I have more friends or other children

helpin4 me help my child.
NI LI VI

....staff helped the people I know be more
caring and understanding of my child.

NI LI VI
....staff helped me get to know other

people who are caring and understanding.
NI LI I VI

....I have gotten support fram other parents.

feel less alone as the parent of
my child.

NI LI I VI

NI LI I VI
....staff are willing and able to help my

family and friends when we have concerns
or questions about my child. NI LI I VI

Comments: (Please comment if you've checked any items NI or LI):

my child is years months old.

Signature (optional)

1093J THANK YOU FOR GIVING US THIS FEEDBACK!


